Image Retrieval System
Smart. Uncomplicated. Affordable.
MIC RO FI LM I M AGE RET RIEVA L SY ST E M
Your scanned collections at your fingertips...from any device.

KE Y F EATURES
Flexibility

Utilizing advanced search capabilities, IMAGEhost offers users
flexibility in microfilm image retrieval by offering immediate
access to images in their original format across single or multiple
rolls of microfilm. No need to leave your workstation, home or
remote location.

Cost-saving Benefits

IMAGEhost offers cost-savings in several primary areas:

Microfilm Retrieval

• Hosting. Clients without a current hosting solution save the
cost of building a complicated IT infrastructure.

Multi-device Retrieval

• Initial scanning. Microfilm rolls are scanned as a whole,
rather than as individual images. This eliminates the cost of
image post-processing while retaining high image quality.

• Material wear and tear. As the original microfilm is no
longer subject to frequent handling, the reduced wear
and tear can help ensure the media’s long-term structural
integrity.

• Reduced man-hours. With no need to manually locate and
transport the material to a reader-printer, end-users save time
and money with easy OCR searchability from any location.

Ease of Use

Boasting an intuitive interface with simple but robust
operational, editing and saving commands, IMAGEhost works
at the touch of a screen, the stroke of a keyboard, the swipe of a
finger or the click of a mouse.

Familiar Access and Fast Speed

Images appear in their original roll format, just as on a traditional
reader-printer. Rolls can be browsed as a whole rather than
individual images allowing for quick loading and viewing times.

IMAGEhost is designed to access microfilm images scanned by
Crowley’s Digitization Services division or by owners of Mekel
Technology, Wicks and Wilson or the Crowley MACH-Mini
production microfilm scanners.
Users can access images across multiple devices, including
traditional PC’s, laptops, tablets and any internet-connected device.

Flexible Output Options

Selected images can be saved to hard drive, USB, CD/DVD,
printed or output to the cloud or email. File formats include JPEG,
TIFF, PDF, PDF/A, BMP; grayscale/bitonal; single/multi-page.

Searchable Text (OCR)

If selected as a scanning option, rolls can be searched by index or
by the text within the rolls, adding efficiency and ease to records
search.

File Security

Online archives can be password-protected or open to the public
- you choose!

Generate Revenue

Adding a third-party paywall application can lead to revenue
from searches, downloads and more. (Not provided by The
Crowley Company)

OPT ION 1: W E SCAN. YO U HO ST. YOU SAVE .
OPT ION 2: YO U SCAN. YO U HOST. YOU SAVE M ORE .
IMAGEhost is The Crowley Company’s customized software system that allows users to easily access microfilm
in its original format from a desktop, laptop, tablet or smart phone. Working from three key components –
access to image repositories, an indexed database and the IMAGEhost software – IMAGEhost maximizes the
initial capture investment by offering maximum image exposure to a network, client or patron base.
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SOFTWARE/HOSTING

MATERIAL
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Log in

IMAGEhost offers immediate
access to images in their
original format.

View images

IMAGEhost boasts an intuitive
interface with simple operational,
editing and saving features that work
at the touch of a screen, the stroke of
a keyboard or the click of a mouse.

VIEW ON MOBILE &
TRADITIONAL DEVICES

Add images to cart with
flexible output solutions

Selected images can be saved
to hard drive, USB, printed or
output to the cloud, internet or
email programs.

Operating Systems

IMAGEhost can easily configure into an organization's existing IT solution providing it uses a Linux (LAMP model)
or Microsoft Windows (WAMP model) server. Additional system and storage available details upon request.
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The Crowley Company pursues a policy of continuous product improvement and reserves the right to change these specifications without notice.
Wicks and Wilson is a division of The Crowley Company.
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